
ABOUT

Diving into an exciting adventure running through a fantasy world filled with

giant candies, tumbling cookies, enchanted water falls all while dodging

fireballs and enormous rubber balls. Along the way you help Uni, a magical

unicorn, with a secret superweapon. Collect items and power ups but watch

out for the scary dragons. They will do everything to stop you!

Survive the attacks and capture the dragon’s treasure!

Inspired by current tried and true popular mobile

infinite runners, Princess Unicorn: Dragon Escape

fires it up to whole new level!

FEATURES

Run your way through wafer platforms, jumping across gigantic tumbling

cookies and sliding down enormous water slides. All while avoiding being

roasted alive by the dragon’s constant barrage of fireballs.

• Power ups are varied and depending on your objective can help you 

along your journey.  

• Your superpower is a magical unicorn fart that kicks in at points in the

game when you need it most. Used at the right time during a dragon

attack, you can repel the dragon and capture all his jewels and coins.

• A lightning bolt icon can use your power fart to propel you forward at

superspeed. You become invincible at superspeed as you crash through

walls, leap across gaps capturing everything in your path.

• A  super magnet will attract every coin in your vicinity.

• Candy multipliers will help increase your score dramatically.

• Special Unicorns are available: Piñata inspired Unicorn, A Zonkey that’s a 

combination of Donkey and Zebra. A super special offering “Quarantine 

Pack”.

• As a special added bonus you can combine power ups and use them 
together to really increase your scores
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PRINCESS UNICORN: DRAGON ESCAPE – FAQ

Why isn’t Princess Unicorn on more platforms?

We want more than anything to be on every platform ever created but truth

be told we want to get it right on the two most popular ones first. Too many

times, game companies jump the gun before they are ready.

How long is Princess Unicorn: Dragon Escape?

This running adventure is built on an infinity runner engine. It gets harder

and faster the longer you play. They game will keep going as long as you

do.

Who is Uni the main character?

Uni (uni) is the sprit behind all the available costumes she has. From a

metallic and zonkey skin to a piñata inspired outfit. Uni has many forms but

one mission: collect everything and repel the dragons attack.

Will the game keep evolving over time?

Plans are to have content added as soon as elements are available. From

an ice dragon that freezes the platforms, the unicorns slides off to a very

cold demise and an acid spitting dragon that just melts your heart.
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PRINCESS UNICORN: DRAGON ESCAPE – FAQ

What was the inspiration behind some of the Unicorn

creations?

For our Zonkey named Hugo inspiration came from flipping through a

family photo album. Danny came across an old picture of his younger

brother Michael in Tijuana Mexico sitting on a Zonkey. A donkey painted

like a Zebra. The reason donkeys are painted like this is white donkeys

didn't show up well in black and white photos.

The Piñata idea came from walking through a old Mexican market. They

were hanging every where!

Our special offering “Quarantine Pack” as seen below was taken from

current events. The TP Princess was a last minute addition. And well,…

We thought a toilet paper hording unicorn was funny…
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DANNY MARTINEZ - CEO
Born in Los Angeles California and with over 20 years in the supply chain

business Danny decided he wanted to expand his horizons. As a child of the

80’s, Danny grew up playing Atari 2600, Dragons Lair, Pacman and

Asteroids.

Wanting to join the ever-expanding gaming industry but not sure how, the

way eventually became clear. After a chance meeting at lunch, Brenda and

Danny became lifelong friends. After Brenda showed Danny a small cat

game that she created they thought this is something they can do together

on a bigger scale. Princess Unicorn: Dragon Escape is the first of many

games to come.

BRENDA WOLF - CHIEF VISIONARY OFFICER
Brenda has always loved videogames. She thinks of herself as not only a

gamer but a collector. Her collection is close to two thousand physical games

from console and PC generations. With Danny's help and everyone on the

team Brenda hopes to earn her place as a videogame creator one day.

PRINCESS UNICORN: DRAGON ESCAPE – THE TEAM
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PRINCESS UNICORN: DRAGON ESCAPE – THE TEAM

AURELIO MALDONADO - CHIEF ART OFFICER
Not an accurate depiction of the average Mexican, despite being born and

raised in Mexico City. Starting his career in graphic design and 3D art mostly

out of spite, still, Aurelio managed to graduate at the top of his class in

college.

With a degree in visual communication Aurelio is always watching YouTube

tutorials along with Online courses to keep his skill set current and sharp.

PAWEL PIECIAK GAME DEVELOPER (2P Games)
Pawel Pieciak is a founder and games developer at indie games studio 

called “2P Games” based in Leamington Spa, United Kingdom. Since early 

childhood Pawel always had a passion for games. As a 13 years old teen 

started to create his own programs in assembler with a hope that someday 

he’ll have his own games studio. 

This eventually came true in 2011 and now, Pawel with over 13 years of 

professional games development experience creates his own games and 

provides programming and design services on a contract basis for various 

companies around the globe. 

One of the projects that caught his eye was the mobile game “Princess 

Unicorn: Dragon Escape”. “It was a challenge and I had a lot of room to 

release my creativity. This is what I loved the most about the project. Shame 

that we have to finish it already, there is so much more cool stuff we wanted 

to add. Plus I worked with an amazing bunch of people and we had a blast! 

Hopefully this is just the beginning of wonderful years to come” - says Pawel
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Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/Krazy-Katz-Games-110392574018276/

YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=KrazyKatzGames&sp=QgIIAQ%
253D%253D

Apple Store
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/princess-unicorn-dragon-escape/id1504668836

Google
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.krazykatz.princessunicorndr
agonescape


